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ABSTRACT
APIs often transmit far more data to client applications than they
need, and in the context of web applications, often do so over public
channels. This issue, termed Excessive Data Exposure (EDE), was
OWASP’s third most significant API vulnerability of 2019. However,
there are few automated tools—either in research or industry—to
effectively find and remediate such issues. This is unsurprising as
the problem lacks an explicit test oracle: the vulnerability does not
manifest through explicit abnormal behaviours (e.g., program crashes
or memory access violations).

In this work, we develop a metamorphic relation to tackle that chal-
lenge and build the first fuzzing tool—that we call EDEFuzz—to sys-
tematically detect EDEs. EDEFuzz can significantly reduce false neg-
atives that occur during manual inspection and ad-hoc text-matching
techniques, the current most-used approaches.

We tested EDEFuzz against the sixty-nine applicable targets from
the Alexa Top-200 and found 33,365 potential leaks—illustrating
our tool’s broad applicability and scalability. In a more-tightly con-
trolled experiment of eight popular websites in Australia, EDEFuzz
achieved a high true positive rate of 98.65% with minimal configura-
tion, illustrating our tool’s accuracy and efficiency.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Every week, another leak! Server-side APIs of web applications fre-
quently transmit more data than is needed for their corresponding
clients. This may not have been an issue, were it not for the fact that
these APIs are often publicly accessible. API vulnerabilities of this
type are known as Excessive Data Exposures (EDEs). Despite rank-
ing as OWASP’s #3 most significant API vulnerability for 2019 [1],
technology to detect these vulnerabilities remains underdeveloped.

This motivates us to develop the first automated and systematic
fuzzing tool—that we call EDEFuzz—to detect EDEs. As the “gold
standard for finding and removing costly, exploitable security flaws”,
fuzzing is a key tool for cost-effectively detecting and remediating
such issues [2].

We posit that the lack of automated tools to detect EDEs is due
to their semantic nature. Specifically, EDEs do not manifest through
explicit, abnormal behaviours (e.g., program crashes or memory

“Automatic tools usually can’t detect this type of vulnerability
because it’s hard to differentiate between legitimate data returned
from the API, and sensitive data that should not be returned
without a deep understanding of the application.”

— The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

“This vulnerability is so prevalent (place 3 in the top 10) because
it’s easy to miss. Automation is near useless here because robots
can not tell what data should not be served to the user without
telling them exactly how the application should work. This is bad
because API’s are often implemented in a generic way, returning
all data and expecting the front-end to filter it out.”

— Wallarm End-to-End API Security Solution

Figure 1: Industry views on the EDEs. These indicate the preva-
lence of EDEs and limitations of existing detection tools

access violations). Detecting them thus requires a model of what
constitutes an EDE.

We start with a definition: an API is vulnerable to EDE if it exposes
meaningfully more data than what the client legitimately needs [1].

Consider a simple example of an online storefront. When a user
views the page for a specific product, an API call may be made to
fetch stock levels, informing the user whether the item is in stock.
The API returns the stock level, but may also return extraneous data
(such as the profit margin on the item) that is not displayed to the user
but is nonetheless transmitted. The transmission of the extra data
constitutes an “excessive data exposure”. This leads to our motivating
question:
How can one automatically detect if a web API exposes more data

than it should?
The question is related to the famous test oracle problem. How can

a tester or an automated testing technique distinguish desired, correct
behaviour from undesired or incorrect behavior [3]. The common
wisdom in industry (see Figure 1) is that the test oracle problem
renders EDE detection beyond current testing approaches.

We address this challenge with the following key insight:
2023-01-23 02:57. Page 1 of 1–14.
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Data returned from an API endpoint is more likely excessive if it has
no impact on the content displayed to a user.

Specifically, we develop the following novel metamorphic relation1

to side-step this problem. Through the relation, automated testing
approaches can check if a data field in an API response is excessive
by checking for difference between what a client displays when the
field is present in a API response, versus when the field is deleted.

Formally, assume we have an API response under analysis Rorigin
comprising a set of data fields. A web client (e.g., a web browser) uses
Rorigin to render a page that can be represented by a Document Object
Model (DOM) tree Dorigin. A data field 3 2 Rorigin is considered
non-excessive if the following inequality holds:

di�DOM (Dorigin,Dmutated) < 0, (1)
where diffDOM calculates the difference between two DOM trees
Dorigin andDmutated.Dmutated is constructed fromRmutated which
we obtain by removing the in-question data field 3 from Rorigin. If a
data field violates Equation (1), it is deemed excessive.

This relation enables us to build a system that significantly reduces
the potential for false negatives that can otherwise occur with com-
peting approaches—manual inspection and ad-hoc text-matching.
Notably, keyword matching techniques often use a list of terms (such
as “key”, “token”, “password” etc) in order to flag exposures [5].
Therefore under keyword-matching, when an excessive data field
does not match any known keywords, it is erroneously ignored.

In contrast to these approaches, our tool EDEFuzz leverages the
metamorphic relation to detect EDEs. It does so by mutating and
replaying API responses into the client side of a web application
and compares the generated DOM tree with the original tree in each
fuzzing iteration.

Building the tool required us to surmount two main technical
challenges.

First, we needed to build an API fuzzer with repsonse determin-
ism. Existing mutation algorithms used in Web API testing/fuzzing
[6] focus on mutating API requests which introduces random and
untargeted changes in server responses. However, our metamorphic
relation requires that the responses differ only in a single field.

Second, like other fuzzing tools, the usefulness of our tool depends
on its ability to achieve reasonable throughput (represented in tests
per second). This challenge is particularly acute in the context of
web fuzzing as tools are rate limited by both bandwidth, and server
load. For public sites, the challenge is further compounded by both
server-side rate-limiting and the need to minimize disruption. These
hinder the timely progress of a fuzzing tool.

To address these two challenges, we adopt a “record-replay” model
[7]. We combine a web proxy and a custom-built simulated server
to minimize interactions with sites under-test. Prior to beginning
the fuzzing process, our tool initiates a “record” phase: a web proxy
captures all client requests and server responses, including the request
sent to the targeted API and the corresponding response. Note that
in each fuzzing campaign EDEFuzz targets only one API. Following
the record phase, fuzzing begins (i.e., the “replay” phase).

In the replay phase, no communication with the actual remote
server is necessary. Our lightweight simulated server handles all
1A metamorphic relation is one that holds between two different program inputs and
their corresponding outputs [4]

requests. If a request is sent to the targeted API, the simulated server
transmits a mutated version of the original server response. Other-
wise, the simulated server merely replays the recorded transmissions.

This architecture yields several benefits. First, test executions
(i.e., sending requests and getting responses) are performed locally—
leading to much lower latency. Second, changes to the remote server
do not impact test results, making them highly deterministic. Main-
taining deterministic results is a critical requirement for fuzzing
in general because it helps reduce false positives. However, when
detecting EDEs, this also helps reduce false negatives. Absent this de-
terminism, an application change that yields a different web page may
cause EDEFuzz to incorrectly flag a field as non-excessive–believe
the DOM change to be caused by changes in the server-response and
not in the application itself. Third, the architecture permits running
tests in parallel, which minimizes the burden of scaling the tool.

We evaluate the tool in two different settings. First motivated by a
recent massive Web API leak in Australia [8], we run our tool against
several comparable web properties in that country. We perform a
detailed comparison of the tool’s results against a corresponding
manual effort to assess the severity and accuracy of the findings.
Second, we run our tool against a broader set of sixty-nine web
applications—the complete set of applicable targets present in the
Alexa Top-200. We use this evaluation to assess the scalability of
our tool as well as its applicability to a representative set of global
web applications.

Our overall contributions are as follows:

• We identified a novel metamorphic relation that helps to
address the test oracle problem in the context of detecting
excessive data exposure.

• We designed and developed the first systematic and auto-
mated fuzzing tool for detecting excessive data exposure
vulnerabilities. To the best of our knowledge, our tool EDE-
Fuzz, is the first of its kind.

• We empirically evaluated the accuracy of our approach, its
applicability to popular websites, and its efficiency (both
in terms of computational time and human effort). Our re-
sults demonstrate EDEFuzz’s effectiveness for discovering
unknown sensitive data leakage via EDE also, whose preva-
lence we also investigated. We found that our approach is

– highly accurate: 98.65% of the fields flagged by the tool
in a controlled study were true excessive data exposures.

– widely applicable to popular websites, requiring modest
computational costs and human effort to employ.

– able to discover zero-day EDE vulnerabilities. Specifi-
cally, it found five zero-day EDE vulnerabilities serious
enough to merit immediate disclosure.

We structure the remainder of the paper as follows: In Section 2,
we provide the necessary preliminaries on Web APIs, Excessive Data
Exposures and Metamorphic Fuzzing. In Section 3, we diverge from
typical paper structure by motivating our work with several real-
world vulnerabilities discovered by our tool. In Section 4, we present
our automated approach to detect EDEs and our implementation.
In Section 5, we report our experimental results and answer our
research questions. A survey of related work in Section 6 is followed
by a brief discussion in Section 7.
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1.1 Research Ethics
We considered both the propriety of our scanning and fuzzing tech-
niques and engaged in vulnerability disclosure.

We discussed our research in a series of conversations with our
research ethics office who ultimately deemed it exempt from a full re-
view process. Our research involves scraping and scanning commen-
surate with ordinary activity by both search engines and the research
community. Our methodology minimizes interaction with remote
servers by performing all fuzzing offline on a simulated replica of
the target server. Given the low impact of capturing the outcome of
a limited number of HTTP requests and the potential benefits of our
research it was determined that our work adheres to the principle of
beneficence that is the hallmark of research ethics.

As our work notes, EDEFuzz flags fields for further human analy-
sis (rather than indicating vulnerabilities with certainty). As a result,
our assessment of whether a flagged field rises to a reportable level
requires human judgement about whether an EDE leaks sensitive
information and the potential harms from that leak. In the five in-
stances where we discovered sensitive data leakage we contacted
the affected entities. By time of submission, two of the five entities
had remediated the issues, while the other three entities claimed it
wouldn’t pose any security issue on their products.

2 BACKGROUND
We recall elements of web-application design and fuzzing techniques
as relevant to excessive data exposure.

2.1 Web APIs & Excessive Data Exposure
Web applications often expose API endpoints to the public internet.
Exposing the endpoint allows the application to separate front- and
back-end logic. While the front-end components focus on rendering
visual elements and their associated interactive components, back-
end logic is more closely tied to long-term data storage. The API
allows the font-end to query the back-end and in many cases serves a
response in either JSON or XML. While an API ought to narrowly
tailor the data served in a response to the request, this practice is
often ignored. OWASP terms this excessive data exposure (EDE) [9].

One cause for EDEs is that API developers over-rely on API clients
to perform data filtering. This eases the cognitive burden on back-end
developers who can avoid determining the specific client needs of
the client a priori.

When present, EDEs are often trivial to exploit. To obtain the
excess (or even sensitive data), it is often sufficient to simply examine
response traffic from the target API.

Since technology to scan for and detect EDEs remains underde-
veloped, OWASP only provides general advice [9] on how to prevent
them, such as “Never rely on the client to filter data!”, “Review all
API responses and adapt them to match what the API consumers re-
ally need”, and “Enforce response checks to prevent accidental leaks
of data or exceptions”. However, the prevalence of EDEs implies
that it is challenging for API developers to strictly follow this advice
without effective automation!

2.2 Fuzzing
Fuzzing is a process of repeatedly generating (random) inputs and
feeding them to the system under test (SUT) to cover more code and

discover bugs. In its traditional use, a fuzzer detects issues through
aberrant program behaviour, such as program crashes. This indicates
a potential security bug in the SUT. In response, the fuzzer will
preserve the bug-triggering input for further analyses (e.g., manual
debugging).

While we preserve the input generation phase above, our work
notably deviates in that we detect potential errors through the lack of
change in program output, rather than a spec violation or crash.

However our work is not the first to address API testing. Web API
fuzzing recently garnered increased interest from both industry and
academia [6], [10], [11]. RESTler [6] is the current state-of-the-art ap-
proach. RESTler is a stateful black-box REpresentational State Trans-
fer (REST) API fuzzing tool. For a target with an OpenAPI/Swagger
specification [12], RESTler analyzes its entire specification, and then
generates and executes tests through its REST APIs.

Researchers typically classify fuzzers based on how the level of
integration between the SUT and the fuzzer. The most common clas-
sification is based on the fuzzer’s awareness of the internal structure
of the SUT [13]. Specifically, a black-box fuzzer knows nothing
about the internal structure of the SUT. In contrast, a white-box
fuzzer would know everything about the SUT such as its source code,
its control flows and data flows. Grey-box fuzzing is in between; it
leverages partial knowledge of the SUT, typically via lightweight
program instrumentation. Our tool can be classified as a black-box
fuzzer because it requires no internal instrumentation.

2.3 Metamorphic Testing/Fuzzing
We focus on fuzzing as our approach to detecting EDEs because of
its demonstrated success in discovering security flaws.

Highlighting the effectiveness of fuzzing, as of May 2022, Google’s
fuzzing infrastructure had detected over 25,000 bugs [14]. However,
these bugs were detected using explicit test oracles. Bugs with a test
oracle either lead to program crashes (e.g., segmentation faults) or
are caught by instrumentation-based checkers (e.g., Address Sani-
tizer, Undefined Sanitizer). In contrast, semantic bugs like EDEs do
not manifest through explicit abnormal behaviours, and cannot be
reliably detected by observing single program executions.

How do we build tools to detect semantic bugs? Metamorphic
testing and fuzzing, which leverage metamorphic relations, are a
promising approach. At its core metamorphic fuzzing involves com-
paring multiple executions of the SUT under different inputs and
observing whether some relation (called the metamorphic relation)
holds between their corresponding outputs.

Consider the following toy example of metamorphic bug finding:
we can test a function that reverses a list by testing, for an arbitrary
input list G , whether reversing the reverse of G yields G itself; or for a
function that calculates distance between a pair of points, whether
the distance from point 0 to 2 is always smaller or equal to the sum
of the distances from 0 to 1 and from 1 to 2, etc.

Metamorphic relations are properties that must necessarily hold
with respect to the correct functioning of the SUT. In metamorphic
testing the violation of a metamorphic relation indicates a potential
bug [4]. Past work has successfully identified and used metamorphic
relations to find bugs in a variety of systems [15], [16]. In one notable
example, He, Meister, and Su [15] successfully applied metamorphic
testing to test Machine Translation software. Rigger and Su [16]
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https://api.XYZ.com.au/api/web/customers/xxxxx
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Driver’s location
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Arriving in 2 mins
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Figure 2: A sample API flow for a package delivery service. A
web application requests tracking information, that is returned
in a JSON object.
identified a novel metamorphic relation and leveraged it to identify
121 unique bugs in popular DBMS.

3 MOTIVATING EXAMPLES
In this section, we present a selection of real-world EDEs detected
by our tool to demonstrate their prevalence, their implications, and
the challenges in detecting them using prior approaches. We use
the examples to motivate our tool, while providing a comprehensive
evaluation in Section 5.

Vulnerability 1 - Locations and Contact Details. In this example, we
describe a vulnerability EDEFuzz discovered while testing the live
delivery tracking service offered by Company-I, an Australian last-
mile delivery service. The vulnerability has been reported and fixed.
As shown in Figure 2, a customer receives an unique link on the
day that an item is on board for delivery. The link opens a web page
whose contents includes the name and a photo of the delivery driver,
an Estimated Time of Arrival of the delivery, and the position of the
item in the deliver driver’s queue. The page sends an API request to
the server regularly, and updates the contents on the page based on
the API response. Part of this API response is shown in Listing 1,
with potentially sensitive information removed.

The client-side logic allows the webapp to display the accurate
geographic location of the delivery driver only when the item to be
delivered is at the front of the queue. It suggests that while the driver
is delivering an item to a customer, another customer should not
be able to ascertain the location of the driver—which would leak
the location of other deliveries. However, EDEFuzz detected that
the API response always contains rich information about the deliv-
ery driver, including accurate latitude and longitude (the location
field), direction of facing (the bearing field), and speed of travelling
(the speed field). EDEFuzz also identified the driver’s manager’s
information in the API response.

Listing 1: An API response to a query for delivery status. The
authors have redacted or adjusted sensitive information.

1 {
2 "driver":{
3 "id":353,
4 "url":"/api/web/drivers/353",

5 "full_name":"[NAME]",
6 "car":{
7 "car_type":1,
8 "car_type_name":"Car",
9 "capacity":33

10 },
11 "member_id":37270063,
12 "avatar":"[URL_TO_AVATAR]",
13 "is_online":true,
14 "work_status":"working",
15 "phone":"[PHONE_NUMBER]",
16 "status":"in_progress",
17 "location":{
18 "id":1081725,
19 "timestamp":1632107809.0,
20 "speed":7.60149761928202,
21 "accuracy":4.88680554160758,
22 "location":"-

37.79998905537697,144.9940922248341",õ!
23 "created_at":"2021-09-20T13:16:49.365492+10:00",
24 "bearing":277.508087158203,
25 ...
26 },
27 ...
28 },
29 "manager":{
30 "id":305,
31 "full_name":"[NAME]",
32 "email":"[EMAIL]",
33 "avatar":null,
34 "is_online":false,
35 "work_status":"not_working",
36 "phone":"[PHONE_NUMBER]",
37 "can_make_payment":false,
38 "merchant_position":"Manager",
39 "role":"Manager",
40 ...
41 },
42 ...
43 }

Knowing the timestamped location of the delivery driver, a cus-
tomer may recover the route that the delivery driver is travelling, or
even be able to identify the address of other customers who receive
parcel from the same delivery driver. The leaked information may
also be used in conjunction with other vulnerabilities to perform
more attacks, such as a social engineering attack [17].

Vulnerability 2 - Warehouse Stock Levels. EDEFuzz detected EDE
vulnerabilities in several retailer websites in Australia including
Company-C, Company-D, Company-J, and Company-E. While the
previous vulnerability in Company-I’s service exposes obvious sen-
sitive information (e.g., email addresses, contact numbers and times-
tamped locations), this vulnerability exposed detailed stock avail-
ability, which might be considered sensitive or not depending on the
organization’s data classification model.

Many retailers allow potential customers to check their stock avail-
ability online before visiting their shops. Some retailers reveal precise
stock values on their websites, while other retailers decided to only
display categorised values such as “in stock”, “low stock” and “out of
stock”. Interestingly, we noticed a few such online services in which
the server transmits the precise stock values but the web application
only displays categorised values based on thresholds.

Listing 2: An API response to a query for stock availability. The
authors have redacted potentially sensitive information.

2023-01-23 02:57. Page 4 of 1–14.
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1 {
2 "stores":[
3 {
4 "id":488,
5 "name":"[STORE_NAME]",
6 "address":"[STORE_ADDRESS]",
7 "suburb":"Melbourne",
8 "postcode":"3000",
9 "storephone":"[PHONE_NUMBER]]",

10 "storemon":"8.00AM - 9.00PM",
11 "storetue":"8.00AM - 9.00PM",
12 "storewed":"8.00AM - 9.00PM",
13 "storethu":"8.00AM - 9.00PM",
14 "storefri":"8.00AM - 9.00PM",
15 "storesat":"9.00AM - 9.00PM",
16 "storesun":"9.00AM - 9.00PM",
17 "storestate":"Victoria",
18 "distance":0.11381435106590139,
19 "latitude":...,
20 "longitude":...,
21 "products":[
22 {
23 "id":"2632206",
24 "available":85,
25 "qty":0,
26 "reserved":0,
27 "order":1
28 }],
29 ...
30 },
31 ... ]
32 }

For instance, Company-C is an Australian-based pharmacies re-
tailer giant with hundreds of stores. Its website allows a customer to
search for stock availability of an item in nearby shops, displaying
results as “available” or “unavailable” for each shop. Upon inves-
tigating excessive data fields contained in their API response, we
noticed that the exact stock level is exposed. Part of an API response
is shown in Listing 2, with certain fields removed.

Here we are interested in the data field named products. We
hypothesise that the value of available reflects the actual stock of
an item remaining in the given shop: when available is present
and equal to zero, “unavailable” is displayed; otherwise the item is
displayed as “available”. The Listing 2 shows one of a Melbourne-
located store has stocked 85 of an item with ID 2632206 (a bottle of
Vitamin D tablets).

Similar design was also observed in other retailer companies such
as Company-D and Company-E. Company-D claimed that their accu-
rate stock level is non-sensitive, whereas Company-E removed their
stock level from their API response before we tried to contact them.

Regarding attack scenarios, if a retailer knows about the stock
details of their competitors in different locations, they could adjust
their logistic plan accordingly to increase their sales and gain more
profit. Individual suppliers might also take advantage of this vulnera-
bility to increase their prices for specific retailers when they know
that they are low on stock. Having access to that kind of information,
a 3rd-party company (e.g., a shopping suggestion service) could also
develop an app and give more precise suggestions to their customer,
leading to some monetary benefit.

Vulnerability 3 - Network bandwidth. Transmitting excessive data
fields reduces performance and consequently the user experience of

the web application. Further, it imposes increases bandwidth require-
ments which can pose a significant accessiblity issue. EDEs imply
a lack of consensus between an application’s back- and front-ends.
Like other “code smells” EDEs are indicative of poor development
practices that may cause other vulnerabilities. The behaviour of the
Company-C service examined in Vulnerability 2 is instructive. EDE-
Fuzz identified that the targeted API response contains 104 store
objects. Each store object is a dictionary with 26 data fields. However,
we observed that the stock information updated on the web page was
fully determined by no more than 120 of these fields: those from the
eight (closest) stores. The front-end consumed only 4.4% of the data
fields transmitted by the server.

The Bugs Escaped Detection! There are a variety of ways in which
these flaws may have escaped notice. Developers, while aware of
security flaws, are heavily reliant on tooling to detect bugs. As dis-
cussed in Section 2 tools to discover EDEs are of low effectiveness.
Both keyword-matching tools [5] and manual approaches are prone
to false negatives. Consider Vulnerability-2. Detecting it using key-
word matching would require adding the keyword “available” and/or
“stock” to the tooling—requiring the same focus developer that might
have avoided the bug in the first place, which obviates the usefulness
of the keyword approach.

A tool-free approach also requires back-end developers to care-
fully ascertain if a given field is needed. While this is in-line with
development best practices, the realities of software development
mean this is not always feasible.

As discussed in the case of Vulnerability-2, while Company-D
claimed that their accurate stock level is non-sensitive, Company-E
removed that information from their API response following our
disclosure. This further indicates the need for a principles based
approach that reduces the burden on developers to determine the
balance between business need and sensitivity.

In this work, we tackle each of these problems to a different ex-
tent, which particular focus on the first (effective tooling to detect
EDEs). While our tool EDEFuzz is designed to reduce false nega-
tives; however, it may still flag fields that a business does not consider
sensitive (c.f. the divergence between Company-D and Company-E
above). The divergence in the severity of a given leak requires us to
make reasonable (but principled) judgements in our evaluation of
EDEFuzz . Is a given leak a business or ethical problem? Through
publication, we advocate for a community driven process to establish
clearer guidelines around what data is most sensitive.

4 OUR APPROACH
In this Section, we first provide an overview of EDEFuzz and de-
tail the design of its components. We depict the main workflow of
EDEFuzz when testing a website (given its URL and a targeted API
endpoint) in Figure 3.

4.1 Overview
Identifying API Endpoints. Tester who wish to identify API end-
points can identify them in several ways. In the case of in-house
testing, the developers identify what API(s) they want to test. A
penetration tester can leverage tools like crawlers to automatically
explore the website and detect exposed APIs. However, this auto-
mated approach could be destructive and potentially illegal without
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Figure 3: The workflow of our approach to identify excessive
data exposure vulnerabilities in web APIs.

permission from the website owners. In our experiments (as detailed
in Section 5) we identify target APIs by examining browser behavior.

As discussed in Section 1, EDEFuzz follows the “record-replay”
model to gain high testing efficiency. Its workflow consists of four
main steps which are in turn divided into two phases: recording/prepa-
ration phase (Step 0) and relaying/fuzzing phase (Steps 1-3).

Lo
op

Lo
op

Web App Web Proxy Remote Server

Request HTML

Response HTML

Request HTML

Response HTML

Request Object

Response Object

Request Object

Response Object

Request API

Response API

Request API

Response API

Figure 4: Sequence diagram of the recording phase. A proxy cap-
tures the set of server responses necessary to achieve a baseline
state for accessing the target API.

Recording/Preparation Phase. In this semi-automated phase,
the goal is to generate a configuration file denoted as ⇠ that brings
the client under test to a baseline state. This file will be used in the
subsequent replaying/fuzzing phase. To that end, we use a Web Proxy
to capture the traffic between a client app, which is a web browser
in our experiments, and the targeted web server. Specifically, we
start the client app and capture its initial state (0. After that, we let
the client open the given URL, wait for the web page to be fully
loaded. The tester then interacts with the page (e.g., fill in text boxes,
click buttons) to trigger a request to the target API. We denote (1 as

the client state at which the request has just been completely sent.
We develop a lightweight browser plugin to capture the interaction
steps required to traverse from state (0 to (1 and save them into the
configuration file so that they can be played back in subsequent steps.

The standard most common for responses to web API requests is
JSON. Under AJAX or similar paradigms, when the API response is
received a client uses the JSON response to update the web page (e.g.,
showing more information) and the update typically alters only some
parts of the web page, rather than changing the entire page. We denote
(2 as the client state immediately following the update. This state can
be typically identified by the existence of certain page elements. The
steps required to identify the transition from (1 to (2 (typically of the
form “wait until page element - appears”) are also recorded in the
configuration file, meaning it now stores all steps required to traverse
from state (0 to (2. At (2, a baseline DOM tree (denoted as Dorigin)
of the web page is extracted using the DOM Extractor component.
This DOM tree will be compared with other trees to be generated
in the fuzzing phase to check for potential excessive data exposures
based on the metamorphic relation defined in Equation (1).

In Figure 4, we model the client-server communication using a
sequence diagram. As shown, before the targeted request-response
pair has been exchanged, the browser and the server might have
completed other exchanges for fetching HTML documents and other
object files (e.g., images, style-sheets, Javascripts). All the request-
response pairs (denoted as %) and resources are recorded and stored
in the local machine for the replaying/fuzzing phase.

Replaying/Fuzzing Phase. The input for this phase includes: 1) a
configuration file ⇠ that helps EDEFuzz traverse through different
client states (i.e., from state (0 to state (2), 2) the original DOM
tree Dorigin, and 3) all request-response pairs (%) recorded in the
recording phase.

Listing 3: A sample configuration file generated in recording
phase.

1 TARGET /api/v2/stock/get
2
3 LOAD https://www.example.com/path/page
4 INPUT //input[@id="text-postcode"] 3000
5 CLICK //span[text()="Check availability"]
6 WAIT_LOCATE //div[@id="stock-info"]/div[2]
7 FUZZ

Listing 3 shows a sample configuration file. The first line specifies
the target API under test. The rest lines in the configuration file define
a sequence of user interactions to be performed in order to reach
state (2. Specifically, the example interactions include loading a web
page, entering the number 3000 into a text box, clicking a button
and then waiting for a specific element to appear on the web page
before capturing the state. Apart from these actions, EDEFuzz also
supports HOVER, SLEEP, and SCROLL for (i) hovering the mouse
on a specific element, (ii) waiting for a specified period of time, and
(iii) scrolling up and down, respectively.

In each fuzzing iteration, EDEFuzz goes through three steps (Steps
1-3). In the first step (Step-1), the Web Driver component, which is
built on top of the Selenium Web Driver [18], uses the configuration
file⇠ to replay all the steps until the client reaches the state (1. Before
that state has been reached, the Simulated Server responds to client
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requests with the corresponding recorded responses stored in % with
no modification. Once state (1 is reached and the Simulated Server
receives the request sent to the targeted API, it mutates the originally
recorded response by deleting a specific data field and transmits to the
client. We describe the mutation algorithm in detail in Section 4.3.

After the baseline state is reached, the client uses the mutated
response to update the page accordingly. If this leads to any error,
EDEFuzz moves to the next fuzzing iteration. Otherwise, EDEFuzz
waits until the page is fully updated (i.e. until state (2 is reached) and
uses the DOM Extractor to extract the current DOM tree denoted
as Dmutated (Step-2). In Step-3, EDEFuzz compares Dmutated and
Dorigin using a comparison algorithm described in Section 4.4. If the
two DOMs are the same (based on our definition of similarity) then
we flag the deleted data field. According to the metamorphic relation,
the field is excessive. Once all fuzzing iterations are completed,
EDEFuzz reports all the potential excessive data fields to the tester
for further analysis and confirmation (see Section 4.5).

Randomness: The explanation so far assumes that web re-
playing is fully deterministic: given a configuration file, EDE-
Fuzz—without applying any mutations on the server response—
produces the same DOM tree across all runs. Though uncom-
mon, we identified a few cases in which this assumption does
not hold. For instance, a social media platform may randomly
insert advertisement between user posts during runtime. This
causes the web page to be visually different in each run, even
if all contents transmitted from the server were identical. We
discuss the issues in details and how we address them in Sec-
tion 4.2 and Section 4.4.

Implementation Details. We implemented EDEFuzz in Python3
using Selenium as a Web Driver to control web browser. We suc-
cessfully tested our tool on widely used platforms including Ubuntu
18.04, Ubuntu 20.04, macOS Big Sur (version 11) and Windows 10.
Currently, EDEFuzz supports two web browsers: Google Chrome and
Mozilla Firefox. Our design is modular to support future extensions.

4.2 Simulated Server
Our design decision, to build a simulated server, brings several ben-
efits to EDE testing. The server supplies locally recorded contents
with minimal delay—reducing test latency. Secondly, EDEFuzz does
not need to communicate with the targeted remote server during
the fuzzing phase, allowing testing in parallel without affecting the
targeted server. This allows developers to easily test their servers
without impacting production services. The design also ensure con-
sistency within a given run, ensuring test results are not affected by
any potential changes to the state of the remote server during the
testing process. Lastly, we can use the cached/recorded contents as a
snapshot of server’s states, allowing further testing and studying of
detected EDEs in the future even if the server is modified.

Since the simulated server serves as a snapshot of states on the
remote server, there is no need to handle cookies or sessions within
EDEFuzz. A response is sent via matching the requested URL from
the collection of recorded request-response pairs. This also allows
us to test sites in which the user needs to first log-in: as long as the
remote server sent responses representing the session of a user who

driver

id
353 ...is_online

truelocation carphone
...

id
1081725

speed
7.68

accuracy
4.88 ... car_type

1

car_type
_name
Car

capacity
33

Figure 5: Tree representation of the JSON object in Section 3.
The mutation engine uses this represenation to determine what
to mutate. We highlight leaf nodes in yellow.

was logged-in during the recording phase, our simulated server can
reproduce it in the testing stage.

Websites that request resources by randomised URLs pose a chal-
lenge under our current design. A typical case is when a web page
that, when requesting a resource from the server, generates a random
token to be included in the request URL. This is a challenge for our
simulated server, since it causes a request to be generated for which
the simulated server has no recorded response. Our experimental
evaluation in Section 5.2 shows that this limitation affects only a frac-
tion of popular websites (8.7% of our evaluated target set). Therefore,
we believe the current design represents an appropriate trade-off. It
is worth noting that, in a in-house testing setup, developers could
ensure determinism.

4.3 Mutation Engine
The original API response (JSON) produced by the server is assumed
to be valid both structurally and semantically. We generate test cases
by mutating the original API response.

We represent the server-supplied JSON object using a tree. Each
leaf node is potentially an excessive data field. For example, Fig-
ure 5 shows the (partial) tree representation of the JSON object from
Company-I shown in Section 3. In this tree, all leaf nodes are shaded
light yellow.

We generate each mutation (test case) by removing a leaf node
from the tree. For example, a valid mutation could remove the key-
value pair id: 353 from the driver dictionary, or capacity: 33
from the car dictionary.

Unlike other fuzzing approaches which may generate an infinite
number of test cases (e.g by using genetic mutation operators such as
bit flips and splicing [19]), our approach produces a fixed number of
test cases based on the actual leaf nodes on the tree. We did attempt
to study if we can further reduce that number using approaches like
binary tree search and delta debugging [20]. However, doing so is
non-trivial because there is no way to determine whether a subtree
(or set of fields) contains at least one field that constitutes an EDE
(if we delete all of them and notice a change in the DOM, then it
might mean that none are excessive, or all-but-one are excessive, or
something in-between). Instead our metamorphic relation can tell us
only if all fields in some set are subject to EDE (when we remove
them all and no change is detected in the DOM). It is worth noting
that this design decision also ensure more predictable test run times.
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4.4 Similarity Check for DOM Trees
A web page (an HTML document) has a hierarchical structure that
can be represented using a DOM tree. In Section 4.4 and Figure 6
we show a sample HTML document and its DOM tree, respectively.
This is a simplified version of one of our testing targets Company-I,
which we shared in Section 3.

Recall, a DOM tree has nodes and each tree node represents a tag
element in the HTML document. Each tree node has zero or more
attributes—which are stored as key-value pairs—representing tag
attributes of the corresponding tag element. A tree node may have
children. A child could be either a tree node, or simply a string. For
instance, in Figure 6 the root node represents the <html> tag and it
has two children: a <head> node and a <body> node.

When comparing two web pages, one considers both the DOM
tree structure and the content within each tree node. According to our
metamorphic relation, if an API response with a particular data field
removed would still result in the identical DOM tree, compared to the
DOM tree produced using the original API response, that data field
is reported as excessive. Two DOM trees are considered identical if
and only if all of the following conditions hold:

• (C1) Their root nodes have the same tag name
• (C2) Their root nodes have the same number of attributes
• (C3) Each corresponding pair of attributes have the same

key value
• (C4) Their root nodes have the same number of children
• (C5) Each corresponding pair of children representing a tag

element is identical, with respect to conditions C1-4
• (C6) Each corresponding pair of children representing a

string is identical

To check for all of these conditions, the most simple yet effective
approach is to compare the string representations of the correspond-
ing HTML documents. Our experiments showed that this works for
47 out of 54 targets. However, we observed that several web pages
contain elements which are not affected by the API response. For
example, the value of the class attribute within a <div> tag could
be randomly generated at run-time. Another common case is when
the web page displays the current date and time on it. Apparently,
these cases could yield false negatives using the straightforward
string-based comparison approach.

To address this issue, we relax the conditions C3 and C6. That
is, we accept the differences in string leaf nodes and in attributes’
values caused by randomness. To that end, EDEFuzz runs a pre-
processing step before the fuzzing phase. In this step, EDEFuzz
uses the configuration file ⇠ to replay and generate a few DOM
trees, all generated from replaying the same server response. After
that, it recursively traverses and compares Dorigin with each of the
newly generated DOM trees to look for those parts that differ due
to randomness, and marks those random elements and attributes of
Dorigin that should be ignored in the comparison step of the fuzzing
phase. It is worth noting that, in this pre-processing step, if EDEFuzz
finds that the generated DOM trees are structurally different from
Dorigin, i.e. violating conditions C1, C2, C4 and C5, it will decide
to terminate the testing process. In our experiment, 9 of 69 targets
were flagged at this step, meaning that they produced web pages with
different structures, even using the same set of responses.

In the fuzzing phase, EDEFuzz compares the DOM tree Dmutated
produced from each test case, with the pre-processed Dorigin. Ba-
sically, EDEFuzz (i) recursively traverses through every node in
Dorigin and its corresponding node in Dmutated, and (ii) compares
each pair of nodes. EDEFuzz will skip all string nodes and attributes
on Dorigin that have been marked as “ignored” in the pre-processing
step. Two nodes are deemed structurally different if any of the con-
ditions C1, C2, and C4 is violated. Moreover, they are considered
different in terms of content if there is a discrepancy in the values of
the nodes (in the case of non-ignored string nodes) or the non-ignored
attributes (for other types of nodes).

While comparing the entire DOM tree can identify if a web page
is different from another, in many cases a response will affect only
specific areas of a web page. Our approach can optionally utilise
human knowledge to allow the user to specify an area-of-interest
on the web page. The area-of-interest is a subtree in the DOM tree
that contains contents (that the user believes are) affected by the API
response. The area-of-interest in the Figure 6 example could be the
subtree rooted at the node <div class="container"> (highlighted
in yellow in the tree representation). This helps increase efficiency
by narrowing down the tree structure to be processed and compared,
and it also avoids other components on the web page affecting the
comparison (e.g. consider the web page displays the current time at
the top of the page).

4.5 Result Inspection
The final step of our approach is manually inspecting the results of
EDEFuzz. This involves inspecting each of the flagged data fields
to determine what kind of data it exposes (e.g. is it sensitive or not)
and, therefore, whether the web application should be modified to
avoid this exposure.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We designed our experimental evaluation to answer the following
research questions.
(RQ1) Accuracy. Of the data fields flagged by EDEFuzz as exces-

sive, what proportion are true excessive data exposures (i.e.
are unused by the web page). This evaluates the usefulness
of our metamorphic relation.

(RQ2) Applicability. To what proportion of widely used web sites
can EDEFuzz be applied successfully? This helps to under-
stand limitations of our approach, both inherent and those
that arise from EDEFuzz’s current implementation.

(RQ3) Efficiency. How much human effort and computational time
is required to apply EDEFuzz? This sheds light on the scala-
bility of our approach.

(RQ4) Prevalence of Sensitive Data Leakage. Of those fields
flagged by EDEFuzz as excessive, what proportion contain
sensitive data? This helps us understand how prevalent sensi-
tive data leakage is amongst excessive data exposure issues.

Note the distinction between RQ1 and RQ4. Specifically, given
some set of data fields reported by EDEFuzz as excessive, the former
measures the proportion of true positives whereas the latter mea-
sures the proportion that are sensitive. These notions are entirely
orthogonal: a flagged data field is a true positive precisely when it is
really excessive (i.e. unused by the web page), regardless of whether
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1 <html>
2 <head>
3 <title>Test</title>
4 <script ...></script>
5 <link ...>
6 </head>
7 <body>
8 <div class="header">
9 <div class="logo">

10 <img src="..." />
11 </div>
12 </div>
13 <div class="container">
14 <div class="map">...</div>
15 <div class="location_icon">
16 <div class="icon">
17 <i class="icon_car"></i>
18 </div>
19 </div>
20 <div class="driver_info">
21 <p>Name: ...</p>
22 <p>Phone: ...</p>
23 </div>
24 </div>
25 </body>
26 </html>

html

head body

title script ... div

p

i

div p

divdivdiv

div

...

div

img

"Test"

"Name: ..." "Phone: ..."

Figure 6: The tree representation of a simple HTML document. Each rounded node represents a tag element while each square node
represents a string. The hierarchical structure allows a human to easily specify a subtree (in yellow) for the tool to evaluate.

the data it contains is sensitive or not. Likewise, a field contains
sensitive data precisely when that data should not be revealed by
the web application, regardless of whether the field is excessive (i.e.
is unused by the web page) or not. Flagged fields that are not true
positives are false positives. False positives can exist, for instance,
when a field contained in a response is used to affect the DOM only
after subsequent user interaction with the web page. Importantly,
whether a data field is a true or false positive is a property of the
behaviour of the web page. That is, distinguishing between true and
false positives requires carefully understanding all behaviours of the
web application, including by reading its code and interacting with
it, to determine whether the data field contained in the response is
ever used in future by the page. Whether a field is sensitive or not is
simply a property of the data that field contains, and can be relatively
quickly ascertained by inspecting just the field itself.

This means that accurately evaluating RQ1 requires a set of web
sites whose behaviour is (or can be) well-understood by the humans
inspecting EDEFuzz’s results. Carefully understanding the behaviour
of an individual site can be very time consuming. Therefore, for RQ1
we assembled a set (see Table 1) of eight (8) popular websites within
a single country (Australia) that were familiar and whose function
and the individual behaviours of the web page were therefore able
to be well-understood. This purposeful restriction was necessary
to ensure that the proportion of true positives could be accurately
evaluated.

In contrast, adequately evaluating the remaining research questions
requires a data set that comprises widely used web sites. Therefore
the remaining RQs were evaluated on a data set drawn from the
Alexa Top-200 list of web sites. While not applicable to RQ1 (since
enumerating all of their possible behaviours to accurately determine
true positives is infeasible), this set forms a representative best-of
sample, suitable for assessing EDEFuzz’s performance in general

Target Rank Used when

Company-A 37 Load tracking history of parcel
Company-B – List members of a school subject
Company-C 121 Check stock availability of item
Company-D – Check stock availability of item
Company-E 59 Check stock availability of item
Company-F 166 Get flight prices for next 30 days
Company-G 123 Check stock availability of item
Company-H 2770 List vehicles available for sale

Table 1: Australian websites tested. We include short descriptions
of the purpose of the targeted APIs on which we performed
deeper evaluation. Where available we provide Alexa ranking’s
within Australia (extracted 29th April 2022).

(RQ2 and RQ3), as well as to understand the prevalence of sensitive
data leakage via EDE among common web sites (RQ4).

5.1 Procedure
We follow the 4-step procedure below to fuzz test a given website
using EDEFuzz. The procedure is well-aligned with the workflow of
the tool, as discussed in Section 4.1.

(Step-1) Identifying the target API endpoint. Given a primary do-
main, we identify API endpoint(s) for inclusion in the testing regime.
Each domain accessed a variety of APIs, some internal to the domain
(eg., a shopping website accessing the site’s stock inventory and
pricing endpoint) and some external (eg., an analytics endpoint to
retrieve recent visitor counts). Of these, we manually identify the
internal API most relevant to the function of the site in question. For
instance, in Table 1 we list the selected Australian sites and endpoints
used in our evaluation.
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(Step-2) Writing a configuration file. We compose a configuration
file that specifies how to correctly trigger the selected endpoint—
this includes the sequences of user interactions that preclude the
execution of a request to the API.

This process is semi-automated via our custom-built web browser
plugin. However the plugin still requires the user to manually perform
interactions. After the file is generated, the operator reviews the file
to make any necessary changes.

Completely automating this step poses a more significant research
challenge that we leave for future work. It represents an existing trade-
off in fuzzing: more manual annotation and configuration generally
reduces the running time of tools and expands their flexibility, while
increasing human labor.

We specified an area-of-interest (see Section 4.4) on all our eval-
uation targets, at the cost of a few seconds per target.

(Step-3) Running EDEFuzz. After devising an appropriate config-
uration, we then execute EDEFuzz, time its execution, and collate
the results for analysis. We chose not to repeat the fuzzing process
for each target because, unlike in traditional fuzzing, EDEFuzz’s
mutation process is deterministic by design.

(Step-4) Analysing results. This involves the manual classification
step, discussed in Section 4.5.

5.2 Results
RQ1. Accuracy
We evaluated the accuracy of our metamorphic relation, as imple-
mented in EDEFuzz, for identifying excessive data exposures against
the eight sites listed in Table 1. The TP column of Table 2 sum-
marises the results by recording the true positive rate, namely the
proportion of reported excessive fields (Reported) that were actually
excessive (Confirmed). This was determined by manually inspecting
the web pages and carefully understanding their behaviours, includ-
ing via manual interaction, to check whether, for each reported data
field, they had any behaviours that made use of the data field. If no
such behaviours were identified, the field was classified as a true
positive; otherwise it constitutes a false positive.

The average true positive rate was 98.65%, confirming the ex-
ceptionally high degree of accuracy of our approach. (Later, RQ4
investigates which of these EDEs actually leaked sensitive data which,
as argued in Section 5, is a separate concern.)
RQ2. Applicability
We evaluated the applicability of EDEFuzz on a subset of the top
200 sites (as recorded by the Alexa ranking). Of the 200 sites, we
excluded (see Figure 7) from analysis those that had no web APIs
(and, hence, no possibility for EDE); those requiring payment; those
in a language that none of our authors understand; those comprising
adult or illegal content; those that were geoblocked; and those that
required solving a CAPTCHA. Doing so excluded around 60% of
the 200 sites, after deduplication. None of these exclusions represent
limitations of our approach or implementation. Of the remaining
sites, we additionally excluded 12 sites that used HTTP_POST requests
to query their APIs with query parameters included in the request
body, since EDEFuzz’s simulated server currently relies solely on

the request URL to supply the response, though this implementation-
level limitation could be resolved with modest future work. This left
69 sites against which we evaluated EDEFuzz.

Of these 69 sites, EDEFuzz successfully applied to 53 targets
(76.8%). Of the 16 unsuccessful targets, all but one were the result
of nondeterminism aka randomness: nine (13.0%) didn’t pass the
pre-processing step (as explained in Section 4.4), as these websites
populated elements of their page non-deterministically; six (8.7%)
used requests that included non-deterministic tokens required to load
resources. The final unsuccessful target used shadow roots within its
web page, preventing EDEFuzz from accessing its complete DOM
tree. Comprehensive results for each target are in Appendix A.

We further assessed applicability by performing an additional
validation step on those 53 successful targets. This was done to test
the implicit assumption of our mutation strategy that, given any two
fields of a response, whether one is excessive is independent of the
presence or absence of the other, i.e. that each field of a response can
be assessed independently of the others. We tested this assumption
for each of the 53 successful targets by taking the entire set of fields
flagged by EDEFuzz as excessive and removing all of them simul-
taneously from the recorded response, and replaying that mutated
response to see whether the resulting DOM passed the similarity
check (Section 4.4) to the original. Surprisingly we found that for
three (3) of the sites, removing multiple fields at once caused a differ-
ence in the DOM even when removing each of the fields individually
did not (behaviour we confirmed via manual testing for each of them).
For these sites (indicated with a V in the Reason column of the table
in Appendix A) one might reasonably debate whether those flagged
fields really are excessive or not, a question we leave for future work.

Overall we find that EDEFuzz is highly applicable; however sites
that employ nondeterminism, either in their DOM contents or the
requests they generate, need to be made deterministic for EDEFuzz
to be successfully applied to them (as already noted in Section 4.2).
RQ3. Efficiency
Efficiency measures not only the amount of computational time to
employ EDEFuzz, but also the amount of human effort both to con-
figure the tool and to inspect its results to determine which reported
excessive data fields contain sensitive data. We evaluated efficiency
across both the Australian sites (Table 2) and the Top 200 data set
(Appendix A). Experiments for the Australian sites were carried out
on a commodity PC with an Intel Core i7-9600K, 32GB of RAM,
running Windows 10 21H1. Those for the Top 200 data set were
carried out on an AWS VPS with a 16-core Intel CPU and 32 GB of
memory, running Ubuntu 20.04.

The time spent on test execution was roughly linear in the number
of data fields included in the response from the target API, as expected
since our mutation strategy must necessarily mutates one field at a
time. On average, about 8 test cases were executed per minute and this
figure is consistent between the two data sets. However, computation
time does not present a significant bottleneck, especially since our
approach is trivially paralleised.

Regarding human effort, it took a maximum of twenty minutes
per web site for us to identify an appropriate API endpoint that it
made use of and to then compose a configuration file, representing
minimal overhead.

While naturally some human effort is required to inspect the
flagged fields, to determine which are sensitive, this again took no
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Target Data fields Reported Confirmed TP Preparation Execution Classification Sensitive Non-sensitive
(min) (min) (min)

Company-A 189 124 124 100.00% 10 11 5 0 124
Company-B 18 16 14 87.50% 20 2 2 2 12
Company-C 2600 2580 2504 97.05% 5 306 3 104 2400
Company-D 545 506 479 94.66% 15 43 10 9 470
Company-E 4249 4147 4127 99.52% 10 755 15 0 4127
Company-F 778 749 749 100.00% 15 103 5 0 749
Company-G 120 100 100 100.00% 5 12 3 0 100
Company-H 1465 1066 1066 100.00% 15 79 20 19 1047

Table 2: Summary statistics from the Australian sites. Data fields reports the total number of fields contained in the API response of
each target, Reported is the number of fields flagged by EDEFuzz as excessive; Confirmed is the number of fields manually confirmed
to be excessive, i.e. true positives, TP. The time taken to configure EDEFuzz for each target is reported in Preparation, as is the duration
of test execution (Duration) and the human effort required to manually classify the flagged fields as sensitive or not (Classification), all
measured in minutes. We also report (Sensitive) the number of fields we classified as containing sensitive data, after manual inspection.

longer than 20 minutes per web site, even when EDEFuzz reported
many thousands of fields as excessive. This was because many API
responses contained large numbers of repeated structures, which
allowed us to quickly classify thousands of flagged fields. However,
we found certain flagged data fields required lengthier and more
comprehensive analysis. We hypothesise that this is a fundamental
limitation on automation (for the near future) as deciding whether a
field is indeed sensitive is an exercise of human judgement, involving
considering the application’s function, what data is already publicly
available, and privacy expectations, etc.

Overall we conclude therefore that our approach requires only a
modest amount of human effort.
RQ4. Prevalence of Sensitive Data in EDEs
Finally, our results allow us to draw conclusions about the prevalence
of sensitive data leakage via excessive data exposure. Of course such
conclusions necessarily underestimate the true extent of sensitive
data leakage, even on the sites used in our evaluation, since we applied
our tool on each site to only one—highly-visible and, hence, likely
to be widely-tested—API.

Among the Australian websites, we find that sensitive data leakage
is much more prevalent (present in 3 out of the 8 cases evaluated)
than among the Alexa Top 200 sites (where it is present in only one of
the 53 cases successfully evaluated). We conjecture that this should
be expected, since popular sites are more widely used (and thus
tested) by definition. Yet even among very popular sites, EDEFuzz
still found sensitive data leakage.

We already discussed sensitive data leakage discovered by EDE-
Fuzz in the Australian websites Company-C, Company-D, and Company-
E in Section 3. (We also discussed vulnerabilities it found in Company-
I and Company-J during testing, which are not part of our evaluation
set). EDEFuzz also identified sensitive data leakage in Company-
B, the learning management system with the largest market share
(⇡ 34%). Company-B has a feature to create student groups within a
subject. Instructors of a subject can view and assign group members
of each group. Our tool flagged the API that lists group members.
While the web page only displayed a list of names in a group, the API
response contained the full list of subjects each student is enrolled
into. We further found that this API is accessible from a student
account as well, allowing any student to gain knowledge about into
which subjects their classmates have ever enrolled.

The one instance of sensitive data leakage found by EDEFuzz
in the Alexa Top 200 dataset (Appendix A, Rank 91) affected an
API called by a web page for downloading device drivers, which
inadvertently exposed employee names as excessive data, as well as
device hardware IDs.
Summary.
We conclude overall that EDEs appear prevalent, but many EDEs are
relatively harmless. However, much like memory corruption vulner-
abilities (whose severity can range from simple denial-of-service via
crashes through to remote code execution), they can also be severe
and leak very sensitive information. EDEFuzz is effective at diagnos-
ing such vulnerabilities via its highly accurate metamorphic relation,
requiring modest human effort and computational cost, while being
widely applicable.

EDEFuzz applicable [34.5%]

No API [18.5%]

Payment Required [10.0%]

Duplication [9.5%]
Language [7.5%]

HTTP_POST [6.0%]

Adult or Illegal [5.5%]

Non-web [4.0%]

CAPTCHA [4.0%]
Geoblocked [0.5%]

Figure 7: Determining applicable websites from Alexa Top-200.
Of the top 200, we found 69 websites (34.5%) appropriate for
our testing-set. We excluded domains for the following reasons:
duplication of a single service across domains, adult and illegal
content, geoblocking, payment required for access, lack of an API,
foreign language and encoding of parameters in POST requests
(discussed in main text).
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6 RELATED WORK
Detecting Vulnerabilities in Web Applications Researchers have
made satisfying progress in detecting and preventing certain classes
of webapp vulnerabilities. Much work [21]–[25] exists for detecting
cross-site scripting [26]. The techniques vary, including black-box
[22], [25], grey-box [23] and white-box [21] approaches. Very re-
cently, Trickel, et al. [27] proposed a novel grey-box fuzzing ap-
proach to detecting SQL and command injections.

However, excessive data exposure has received comparatively little
attention despite being one of the most common vulnerabilities [28].
To the best our knowledge, there is no published research focusing
on an automated approach to detect this class of vulnerability in web
applications: our tool EDEFuzz is the first of its kind.

Koch, Chaabane, Egele, Robertson, and Kirda [29] studied a
white-box and semi-automated mechanism to identify EDE vulner-
abilities in Android applications—not in web applications. Unlike
EDEFuzz which runs the program on two different outputs from the
web server (one with a data field deleted) and looks for the absence
of difference in the DOM to detect leakage, their approach requires
(decompiled) source code of the applications to do instrumentation
and static data-flow analysis. Its static analysis identifies potential
EDEs by flagging data received by the app over the network (source)
that is then serialised to a Java object but that then never propagates
to the user interface (sink). A subsequent dynamic analysis that relies
on program instrumentation and manual app interaction is used to
confirm potential vulnerabilities, wherein the human analyst must
manually generate tests that attempt to trigger the EDE. EDEFuzz
also requires manual effort to interact with a web application to trig-
ger the web API under test, and like Koch et al. also to confirm the
sensitivity of leaked information. So [29] and our approach are com-
plementary. As demonstrated in fuzzing research [13], combinations
of complementary approaches could yield better results and we leave
that for future work.
Metamorphic Testing/Fuzzing As discuss in Section 2, one of the
most important steps of metamorphic testing is to identify metamor-
phic relation(s). This requires creativity and a good understanding
of the system under test. To ease this crucial step, Segura, Parejo,
Troya, and Ruiz-Cortés [30] proposed six abstract relations from
which concrete relations can be defined. Specifically, the authors
identified 60 API-specific metamorphic relations in their work. Their
relations specify how related web requests should produce related re-
sponses, and so are inapplicable to detecting EDE. The fundamental
insight of EDEFuzz that shows how metamorphic fuzzing is appli-
cable to detecting EDE is not to mutate the request (as in all prior
web fuzzing work, including those cited below), but to mutate the
response instead.
RESTful Web API Testing RESTler [6]—the state-of-the-art REST-
ful API fuzzing approach—used server states, relying on response
codes to identify server crashes on APIs used by cloud services.
Their tool infers dependencies among requested APIs to guide the
generation of new test cases. Atlidakis, Godefroid, and Polishchuk
[11] suggested an extension to RESTler to report the violation of
four rules commonly applied to REST services, in addition to server
crashes. [31] improved RESTler’s test generation algorithm by rep-
resenting the payloads in a tree structure on which structure-aware
mutation operators can be applied. Pythia [10] augmented RESTler

with coverage-guided feedback and it implemented a learning-based
mutation strategy. Specifically, it utilised a statistical model to gain
knowledge about frequent ordering of calling APIs from seed inputs.
It used a regular grammar to encode an API request and perform
mutation by adding noise to the request. Neither RESTler nor its
follow-up works can detect EDE vulnerabilities. Moreover, this line
of work focuses on mutating the API requests while EDEFuzz modi-
fies the API responses.
Record-replay Mechanism in Web Application Testing Record-
replay models are popular in testing web applications and services.
We use two types of record-replay in our work. The first bears simi-
larity to WaRR [32], which records the interaction between a user
and a web application. It allows the recorded traces to be later re-
played to simulate the user interacting with the web application.
Another similar work is Timelapse [33], in which researchers log un-
expected behaviours in web applications to help developers visualise,
demonstrate and better understand bugs. We follow their mechanism,
automating interactions with a web application through a headless
web-driver. The second form of record-replay tools capture commu-
nications between a server and client, to be replayed at a later time
[7]. While existing work focuses on producing an exact replication
during a replay stage, EDEFuzz uses a simulated server to instead
supply mutated server responses.
Web Change Detection The components of a web application may
change over time, hindering research and testing that relies on consis-
tency. Researchers have looked into different strategies to compare
two pages and identify their differences. One strategy was proposed
over twenty years ago and relies on the HTML DOM tree to monitor
structural changes on the web page [34]. Other relevant work includes
X-Diff [35] which aimed at detecting changes in an XML document,
and [36] which improved the efficiency of Hungarian algorithm in de-
tecting web page changes. Modern web applications have increased
in complexity and often break from prior design paradigms. As a
result, past approaches for page comparison are less effective than
they once were. To address this challenge, Waterfall [37] uses two
versions of the same web application, in detecting locator changes
and applying fixes. WebEvo [38] attempts to identify evolution of a
web application through detecting semantic structure changes. Both
approaches aim at matching contents between two structural differ-
ent web pages, while our work focus on identifying both structural
difference and content difference.

7 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Simple ideas are often the best. From our evaluation we conclude
that EDEs appear prevalent, and that EDEFuzz is effective at finding
them, including sensitive data leakage, with acceptable efficiency
and requiring a modest amount of human work. Its metamorphic
relation yields precise results in practice (a TP rate of 98.65%). It is
also generally applicable, and it can be parallelized easily.

At the same time, our results suggest avenues for improvement.
One trivial improvement would be to handle HTTP POST requests,
by parsing request bodies, which affected 6% of the evaluation sample
from the Top-200.

More interesting avenues for future work include:
Improving Efficiency. Even though our Simulated Server helps EDE-
Fuzz achieve a reasonable fuzzing throughput, we can improve it
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further by leveraging the recent advancement in the topic of snapshot-
based fuzzing [39]. As the design of EDEFuzz is modular, the change
could be minimal. Specifically, we can take a snapshot of the client
at the state (1 when a request to the target API has just departed
(See Section 4). We can then restore the snapshot for each fuzzing
iteration instead of replaying requests using the Web Driver.
Mutation Algorithm. In this work, we only apply data field deletion
to mutate the server responses. It would be interesting to study other
mutation strategies and update/improve our metamorphic relation ac-
cordingly. For instance, consider a web site that queries the available
stock of an item and converts the numeric response into one of two
answers it displays to the user: “out-of-stock”, and “in stock”. Sup-
pose deleting this field causes neither answer to be displayed. While
this case didn’t arise in our evaluation, EDEFuzz would consider this
a false negative, even though the response leaks more information
than is displayed to the user. A mutation strategy that modifies this
response value without deleting it would detect this form of EDE.
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Appendix A FULL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE ALEXA TOP 200 DATA SET
Alexa Data fields Reported Preparation Execution Classification Sensitive Reason
Rank (min) (min) (min)
2 2150 – – – – – B
4 75 39 8 15 5 0
5 211 91 13 38 5 0
6 4656 – – – – – F
7 146 120 16 44 5 0
8 33 26 10 2 5 0
9 798 – – – – – B
10 2547 – – – – – B
11 345 264 6 17 10 0
12 1132 942 10 394 15 0
13 547 0 13 496 0 0
19 216 144 15 84 15 0
25 42 – – – – – F
29 60 3 13 9 5 0
34 23,995 – – – – – B
36 262 210 8 52 10 0
37 124 106 20 13 5 0
40 1909 1770 25 131 20 0
42 1291 362 15 174 15 0
46 1133 – – – – – B
48 118 92 25 4 5 0
59 4736 156 13 1032 20 0
64 268 – – – – – F
66 81 – – – – – F
67 12 0 15 1 2 0
69 629 362 20 45 10 0 V
74 16 2 14 2 5 0
78 1607 0 25 525 15 0
79 1391 – – – – – B
80 389 349 18 13 5 0
81 618 582 15 28 5 0
82 3332 1203 8 297 10 0
88 448 35 6 186 2 0
91 1037 786 11 78 30 24
94 8351 7386 16 1434 15 0
96 155 148 10 21 10 0
97 7637 7287 10 972 20 0
98 384 318 15 66 5 0
99 21 – – – – – B
100 197 175 13 24 5 0
104 774 328 13 142 15 0
111 1034 0 13 182 15 0
112 14 13 11 5 2 0
118 1028 925 17 284 5 0
120 304 – – – – – B
121 18 5 9 1 2 0
124 446 356 13 98 5 0
125 131 56 18 20 5 0
127 3063 – – – – – F
128 124 87 11 6 5 0
133 1263 300 16 146 10 0
134 13,920 – – – – – F
135 2458 1980 15 172 15 0
136 39 37 17 3 2 0
141 151 – – – – – S
144 153 83 8 9 5 0
148 1267 868 15 199 5 0 V
150 160 152 15 17 5 0
158 590 150 13 54 5 0
167 904 601 10 45 5 0
169 85 59 11 11 5 0
171 1591 – – – – – B
172 294 230 20 37 5 0
173 283 93 11 138 10 0
183 364 290 11 16 10 0
186 88 57 20 15 5 0
187 2 0 20 0 2 0
192 4831 3591 12 793 15 0 V
198 310 146 10 24 5 0

Table 3: Summary statis-
tics from the Top 200 data
set. We report the Alexa
Rank for each site; the to-
tal number of Data fields
returned by the API re-
sponse from each site and
the number of fields EDE-
Fuzz Reported as exces-
sive. We also include test
Execution duration, man-
ual Preparation time (the
human effort required for
identifying a target API
and preparing the configu-
ration file) as wall as Clas-
sification time (time spent
manually inspecting the
flagged fields to determine
which contained sensitive
data), as well as the num-
ber of flagged fields that
were determined to con-
tain Sensitive data. Where
EDEFuzz did not success-
fully apply or its results did
not pass validation, we indi-
cate the Reason: B means
the target did not pass the
pre-processing step as ex-
plained in Section 4.4; F
means EDEFuzz failed the
execution process, as ex-
plained in Section 5.2; S
means the target used a
shadow root, which we also
explained in Section 5.2;
V means removing all re-
ported fields would pro-
duce a different page, as ex-
plained in Section 5.2.
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